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1. PRESENTATION
21st century; brings a process in which political, social and economic developments are
experienced in its wake.
While fascinating developments which are experienced in this process, are raising current
problems, efficient and permanent solutions relating to these problems require conscience,
tenderness, participation and information sharing of people from all around the society.
Countries, societies, organizations, and individuals who have knowledge on their hands, who
can use it strategically and who can share it, both rule over the present century and have
power field and superiority by using advantages of being a leader.
With its strategic location, economic and political power, historic expertise and values of
civilization, Turkey has a power which can seriously support stability and peace of the world,
but still this potential can’t be used enough.
Turkey can use its present potential, can take a peaceful role on current local and global
discussions, and can support world peace, just in case that it can benefit more productively
and more effectively from qualified work force ( human resource - human capital ) which it
already has in its own.
Turkey who has reached a serious speed recently and become more popular day by day, has
tried to step efficiently into principal global subjects by enhancing limited activity area with
neighbor regions. Turkey has also thought that it has an opportunity of strengthening its
relations with an extensive geographical region, in which it has historical and cultural links
with its efforts in the direction of playing an efficient role there; and it has tried to perform
new initiatives all around the world.
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However this result has been experienced in its own originality; even if factors such as
religion, language, history and geography etc. protect their importance in the point of
mobilizing their own soft and hard power capacities by countries, that will be possible only
with taking qualified share from international business sharing as countries who have an
economy producing high-added value based on qualified human source in the point of
functioning by themselves.
And the success of this process depends on the capability to construct multidimensional
structures properly to the privileges of domestic and foreign policy that can create mutual
dependence in all of the targeted countries and regions following to the strong national
infrastructure at first.
In this context, for producing permanent solutions to basic problems, domestic and foreign
targets (2023-2053) of Turkey with new ideas and approaches, people must come together
with the aim of having, using and sharing very important knowledge strategically, they must
analyze actual knowledge on worldwide developments by different points of view, provide
new prospective expansions, and advance multidimensional solution suggestions.
However, qualified people who are grown by Turkey spending worthy efforts and using
every means available of limited opportunities, takes a back seat with retirement or
various reasons in their most efficient periods. Since there is not any institutional structure
which can activate their knowledge, expertise and experience, it is not possible to benefit
from them enough.
To activate this potential, it is necessary to benefit from knowledge, expertise and
experiences of people who is unable to support the Country sufficiently and stays out of
the public management, who is retired, who was in charge in public institutions, in nongovernmental organizations, in universities, in local authorities, in international
organizations or who is experienced in a specific area such as politics, diplomacy,
bureaucracy, economy, culture & art etc. also. It is obliged to form a new institutional
structure both for creating a common mind and a new dawn for the solutions about
political, cultural and economic problems of Turkey, and for ally and friend countries which
Turkey wishes to support with its experience of government and democracy.
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A common platform that can provide creating projects and programs which have factual,
concrete results and permanent, creative and efficient solutions can be formed by the way
of searching a common solution, communion of knowledge, expertise and experience of
experienced people who gets together in such an institutional structure with their projects,
studies, observations, analyses, previsions and evaluations and being encouraged of
cooperation and solidarity, and being used of unutilized capacity aimed at decision makers.
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2. MANAGEMENT AND EXPERIENCE PROGRAM OF TURKEY | TYDP ?
Political, social, economic and cultural developments which are experienced in local and
global areas; are needed to form a program which shows acquisitions especially on
accomplishment of concrete projects in ally and friend countries about development
cooperation that bring together all of leading politicians, diplomats, managers of public and
private sectors, civil society representatives, academicians, scientists, artists, and that let
them discuss new intentions, that let them share their experiences, that let them create
prospective projections. By considering this idea, Management and Experience Program of
Turkey (TYDP) which targets creating a platform for well-prepared qualified people to bring
together and transfer their own knowledge, expertise and experiences, and then forming a
bank with human resource from these people, is held by Turkish-Asian Center for Strategic
Studies (TASAM) and related institutes.
TYDP; is a program which shares experiences, new ideas, new approaches and which
develops proactive projects in the country or abroad. TYDP; will become a unique
experience sharing, a meeting basement, an idea platform and a project center which bring
people who are professional in their own branches, and come from various origins together
and let them discuss common problems by dialogues and cooperation, and let them create
permanent, constructive and realist solutions for these problems.
TYDP; provide serious supports in the sense of being constituted of a rich cultural
environment as a result of gathering professionals and academicals under the same roof, in
the sense of being constituted an information sharing ( communication network –
networking ) between people and institutions, in the sense of developing dialogues and
cooperation, in the sense of creating a strong synergy from the knowledge, expertise and
the experiences, in the sense of construction of future, sustainable development and culture
of democracy of Turkey. As a strategic support for a qualified human resource which is
required in domestic and especially in foreign development projects of all related
authority institutions, TYDP will take its seat in the system.
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3. MISSION
The mission of Management and Experience Program of Turkey is creating a common
meeting basement;
To enhance activities of national and international politics of Turkey, to create required
synergy for representing permanent solutions to basic problems, to enable politicians,
diplomats, managers of public and private sectors, civil society representatives,
academicians, scientists, artists and professionals who are well-prepared and who have
various origins to represent their own knowledge, expertise and experiences inside and
outside of the country for the Country’s sake with the aim of activating potential of historical
and cultural heritage and of keeping intergenerational responsibility conscience alive, to
share the experiences, to develop communication channels, to support for the sustainable
development targets and the development process both in our country and in ally and friend
countries, to provide new expansions in the areas of politics, public management, economy,
art & culture and academy, to develop solidarity in the base of idea, and to create a positive
interaction culture.

4. VISION
The vision of Management and Experience Program of Turkey is creating a civil platform
which build an institutional capacity by the aim of;
Enhancing strategic acquisitions in all areas by strengthening institutional and social
construction of ally and friend countries and Turkey; transforming Turkey into a determinant
actor instead of following developments all around the world behind and just watching;
reaching 2023-2053 targets.
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5. PURPOSES AND TARGETS
The basic purpose of Management and Experience Program of Turkey is to create a
common platform;
To provide participations of qualified people who are grown hard and in limited conditions
of our country but who are retired or take a back seat because of various reasons, with their
knowledge, expertise and experiences efficiently in the determinant processes; to realize
scientific studies, observations, analyses, previsions and valuations in the sense of dual, local
and multilateral international relations, in the sense of political, social, economic, juridical,
scientific and cultural problems; to represent realist, dynamic, creative and efficient
solutions, project suggestions and decision options for decision makers; to actualize
common projects for provision of sustainable development of ally and friend countries and
Turkey; to provide transforming and sharing of knowledge, expertise and experiences.
In the direction of this purpose, determined targets are;
- To benefit from people who are locally, nationally and internationally qualified in parallel
with the multidimensional foreign politics and development cooperation perspective which
are followed by Turkey, have experience about economy, politics, culture, science,
education, technology and art, and to create a common mind,
- To provide contribution to the studies maintained for the benefit of public by TASAM and
related institutions/constructions in national and global scale,
- To support political, cultural and economic development of Turkey,
- To assist construction of institutional capacity of Turkey,
- To participate spryly in creating politics about future,
- To represent for profit of our country by gathering expertise of professional, experienced
academicians and scientists with correct projects, and transferring them to new generations,
- To share experiences, to let people to create new ideas,
- To develop intergenerational collective responsibility conscience,
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- To enhance activities and fertilities of public services,
- To develop area of dialogues and cooperation,
- To represent knowledges and suggestions from the resource for the decision makers,
- To activate civil initiative and to strengthen civil society,
- To prepare a common basement for benefiting from the knowledge, expertise and
experiences in the most efficient way,
- To lead knowledge, expertise and experiences into the projects which can create synergy,
- To provide support for social arrangement and peace,
- To enhance freedom area of individuals and to develop democracy culture,
- To figure present and future problems out, and to develop suggestions in the sense of
solutions of these problems.
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6. FUNCTIONS OF TYDP
- To create a common basement for sharing knowledge, expertise and experiences with ally
and friend countries, and to construct a capacity about developing new solutions for these
common problems,
- To represent opportunity to people who have taken critical missions in various areas before
and who have worked academic and scientific studies for sharing their own experiences, to
open doors for a new dawn and new ideas,
- To make scientific studies which are required by the decision makers about basic problem
areas of Turkey, and to prepare reports,
- To provide drawing a parallelism between knowledges sourced by scientific studies and
political decisions,
- To develop human resource expertise and idea capacity of Turkey,
- To provide support of constituting required politics for using strategic perspective of Turkey
more efficiently, for aiding global stability and peace,
- To develop a vision for construction of future of Turkey and the targets of 2023, to support
activities which are held for actualizing this vision,
- To prepare a basement for spreading free thought, enhancing freedom area of individuals,
developing democracy and collaboration culture,
- To develop common projects especially abroad with public institutions and
nongovernmental organizations, and to give consultancy and guidance service to these
institutions,
- To develop a common approaches, cooperation and dialogues about the life and dead
subjects for Turkey,
- To set up a quick and wide network among the members by benefiting communication
technology to the utmost,
- To lead social responsibility projects and to support volunteering conscience,
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- To support construction of domestic and foreign country capacity by publishing strategic
reports, bulletins and books as the result of studies which will be actualized in the political,
social, cultural and economic areas,
- To hold brainstorming, workshop, conference and round-table meetings in sense of sharing
knowledge, expertise and experiences of Turkey and in the sense of spreading them widely.

7. COMMON VALUES OF TYDP
Common Values of TYDP are;
- To interiorize mission and vision of TYDP,
- To remain open for dialogues and cooperation with members of TYDP and all areas,
- Not to abuse services of TYDP because of personal benefits and politics in the strict sense,
- Not to think profit purposes in the activities,
- To respect democratic comprehension and human rights which are described in
international law and which are accepted by international public opinion,
- To look after global humanitarian values,
- To defend local and global peace,
- To respect value judgments of society and sense of decency which is accepted in general,
- To respect variations and to find them as a richness,
- To interiorize freedom of thought and expression, not to discriminate people,
- To interiorize being reasonable and equable as a comprehension and to stay away from
radicalization,
- Not to support violence and to stand against all the ideas and protests which contain
violence and discrimination,
- To interiorize democracy, idea sharing and transparency comprehension,
- Not to have prejudices about Eastern and Western civilizations.
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8. INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
Management and Experience Program of Turkey gathers people who are coming from
various areas of the society like politics, diplomacy, public and private sector, civil society,
academy, science, culture, art and business world together.
İnstitutional structure of TYDP consists of; Smart People Council, Council Presidents and
General Secretary.

1. Wise Persons Council
Wise Persons Council consists of politicians, diplomats, managers of public and private
sectors, civil society representatives, academicians, scientists, artists and professional prayer
volunteers who are members of TYDP.
Wise Persons Council determines politics and general principles of TYDP.

2. Board of Council Presidents
Board of Council Presidents consists of the Council presidents.
It holds its activities consequently with general secretary and it provides level raising,
transferring and all authority of all TYDP activities.

3. General Secretary
General Secretary conducts executive issues of TYDP.
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9. COUNCILS
Studies of Management and Experience Program of Turkey are conducted by the councils
who are open for all of the members. Councils determine study areas and subjects by
applying determined strategic purposes of TYDP.
Councils work in the ground of values of TYDP in their studies.

Councils
Council of Innovation and Humanitarian Development in Public Management
Council of Economy
Council of Foreign Politics
Council of Security and Defense
Council of Health and Social Security
Council of Social Policies and Civil Society
Council of Judge and Public Management
Council of Education, Science and Technology
Council of Culture and Tourism
Council of Services
Council of Energy, Water and Food
Sectorial, Technical and Social Councils
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